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Abstract 
This study investigates the use of two communicative strategies in particular, namely self-
repair and repetition, in political interviews with Jean-Claude Juncker where English is 
used as a lingua franca (ELF). While ELF has received increasing attention throughout 
the past years, with a variety of researched genres ranging from higher education (e.g. 
Björkman 2011; Kaur 2011; Mauranen 2006) and business (Bjørge 2010; Firth 1996; 
Ehrenreich 2009; Pullin Stark 2009) to domestic settings (e.g. Klötzl 2014; Pietikäinen 
2014), the genre of political interviews remains largely under-researched – despite it 
being such a highly international and high-stakes domain. Therefore, the aim of the 
present research is to include this domain to the list of researched genres, and thereby to 
gain a better understanding of how a politician uses ELF in his official role. The data 
comprises four interviews with the president of the EU-commission, Jean-Claude 
Juncker, with a total interview-time of 35 minutes. The interviews have been transcribed 
in their entirety for the purpose of the present study, and the data was analysed drawing 
on conversation analytic approaches. Both self-repair and repetition were frequently 
identified as clarification strategies in the data and their functions comply to a large extent 
with previous findings from ELF research (e.g. Kaur 2011; Lichtkoppler 2007; Mauranen 
2006). Repetition was found to be used as a strategy to specify utterances and ensure 
understanding and self-repair to either right the wrongs or raise explicitness. In addition 
to that, the use of repetition showed some interview-genre related functions as well, such 
as the use of repetition to influence and interrupt the regular turn-taking structure of 
interviews. This study shows that the use of ELF is in fact to a certain extent different in 
political interviews than in other researched genres, and therefore suggests that further 
studies within this genre would significantly contribute to the field of research into ELF.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 English as a lingua franca 

In today’s generation, being able to speak English is essential to many of us. Whether it 
is for professional, business, academic, or simply leisure-related reasons, English is 
omnipresent in our everyday lives, regardless of our native languages. In 2003, Crystal 
estimated the ratio of native speakers (NS) of English versus non-native speakers (NNS) 
of English to be 1:3. The ratio seems to have changed through the years; according to an 
article in the Voices magazine, published on the British Council webpage, in 2014, it was 
one native speaker of English to every five non-native speakers of English1, which 
constitutes a notable trend. 

Throughout the past twenty years, advanced information systems as well as globally 
connected markets have brought people with different culture and language backgrounds 
together. For all of these people to be able to communicate with each other, it is necessary 
that they have a common language to rely on. This has led to an unprecedented spread of 
the English language. In a large number of international domains ranging from education, 
tourism and entertainment to business, science, and politics, English has become the 
language of communication, which undeniably brings it the status of today’s most 
dominant lingua franca.  

In the course of this development, English as a lingua franca (ELF) has received 
increasing attention which ultimately resulted in the establishment of a new field of 
inquiry. In the beginning of the 2000’s, some pioneering studies were published (e.g. 
Jenkins 2000; Seidlhofer 2001; Mauranen 2003) and with the launching of two major 
corpora, the Corpus of English as a Lingua Franca in Academic Settings2 (ELFA) from 
Helsinki and the Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of  English3 (VOICE), as well as 
smaller individual corpora used in PhD studies in different countries, the basis for a 
number of studies was set.   

Following the pioneering work by Seidlhofer, Jenkins and Mauranen, studies on ELF 
have provided insights into different aspects of the use of English as a lingua franca, 
focusing on phonological aspects (Jenkins 2000), lexis and morphosyntax (Björkman 
2013; Breiteneder 2005; Cogo & Dewey 2006) and, more recently, moving away from 
“the mainly feature-focused beginnings of ELF research” (Jenkins, Cogo & Dewey 2011) 
also the linguistic flexibility and fluidity of ELF users (Seidlhofer 2009a). Finally, another 
aspect of the use of English as a lingua franca, which has been studied comprehensively, 
are pragmatic strategies, which we will turn to in the next section.   

                                                   
1 What’s the future of English? https://www.britishcouncil.org/voices-magazine/whats-future-english retrieved 
2018, April 10 

2 http://www.helsinki.fi/elfa/elfacorpus 
 

3 http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/  
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1.2 Pragmatic strategies and ELF 

Research within the field of pragmatics in ELF has received increasing attention in the 
past years, following the early findings of the field on morphosyntax, showing clearly 
that communicative effectiveness was achieved primarily through pragmatic ability and 
not linguistic accuracy (see e.g. Björkman 2010). Thereby, scholars made corresponding 
findings on the cooperative behaviour in ELF interactions, leading to low incidences of 
misunderstanding (e.g. Mauranen 2006; Kaur 2009). Specifically, the use of 
communicative strategies used to prevent misunderstanding have been investigated 
consistently (e.g. Björkman 2014; Cogo & Dewey 2006; Cogo 2009; Kaur 2009, 2010, 
2011; Matsumoto 2015; Lichtkoppler 2007) and found, amongst others, the widespread 
use of repetition, self-repair, clarification and confirmation-checks. While most of the 
studies point to the cooperative nature of ELF talk, some studies have shown that 
pragmatic behaviour and cooperativeness seem very context-bound (e.g. Bjørge 2012; 
Björkman 2017). Studies on ELF have been carried out in a variety of domains, mostly 
higher education (e.g. Björkman 2011; Kaur 2011; Mauranen 2006) and business (Bjørge 
2010; Firth 1996; Ehrenreich 2009; Pullin Stark 2009) since both domains provide a 
particularly vibrant setting for ELF research (Jenkins, Cogo & Dewey 2011). While the 
geographical settings of these studies have been predominately Western and Northern 
Europe, the participants of the studies are usually from a variety of language backgrounds.  

1.3 The field of politics and ELF 

One of the most critical international domains where English is used as a lingua franca, 
and which has not received much attention to date by ELF scholars, is politics. Politicians 
all over the world, with a wide variety of first language backgrounds, have to 
communicate with each other to achieve a number of important functions. For example, 
while in theory, at the European Parliament the principle of multilingualism and equality 
for all official languages of its member states might reject the idea of a lingua franca, the 
reality is a different one. In fact, it is argued that the use of English as a lingua franca in 
the EU in general and the European Parliament in particular is greater than ever (Wright 
2009). A large number of politicians do indeed use English to communicate with each 
other which makes them an interesting pool of people to study from an ELF perspective. 
Nevertheless, the study of the use of ELF by politicians is so far an unexplored area and 
is therefore likely to provide new insights for the field of ELF. With additional data from 
political settings, we are likely to gain a better understanding of how speakers use English 
as a lingua franca for important functions in highly international domains. As mentioned 
before, the majority of studies conducted so far have focused on genres that included 
cooperative talk, like business negotiations or talk amongst university students, where 
talk turned out to be of a cooperative nature to be able to reach the communicative goals. 
Nevertheless, it is important to note here, that there are studies that found that speakers 
in ELF settings do not always display cooperative behaviour and that the nature of their 
conversational behaviour seems to be context-dependent (e.g. Björkman 2017; 
Konakahara 2017; Jenks 2012).  
 
The present study, aiming to investigate political talk, focuses on the genre of political 
interviews, where the talk is supposedly of a much more uncooperative nature. The 
communicative genre of political interviews is defined by a straightforward division of 
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clear turn-taking by the interviewer and the interviewee as well as “defined as the 
negotiation of validity claims” (Fetzer 2006: 181). Furthermore, a clear asymmetry in 
terms of address and speaking rights, which are usually in favour of the interviewer 
(Dickerson 2001), define political interviews as a particular genre of uncooperative talk. 
 
Finally, this study aims to address the research gaps of the genre, political interviews, 
which presumably differs from previously investigated conversations, as well as the 
domain of politics in general. Following previous research on pragmatics in ELF, 
considering a variety of different genres, the present study is going to focus on two 
communicative strategies in particular, namely self-repair and repetition. By analysing 
interviews with a key figure of the European Union, EU commission president Jean-
Claude Juncker, this study aims to show how a politician uses ELF by answering the 
following research questions: Are there instances of self-repair and repetition identifiable 
in consequential political interviews? If so, how are these strategies used? What purpose 
do these strategies seem to serve in the genre of political interviews? 
 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 ELF research pragmatics 

With English being today’s lingua franca, ELF has received much scholarly attention 
since around the year 2000 (e.g. Jenkins 2000; Seidlhofer 2001). While the 
conceptualizations of what exactly ELF is or what it describes sometimes slightly differ 
between the individual scholars, in the following study a definition by Barbara Seidlhofer 
is considered.  
 
“[ELF is] any use of English among speakers of different first languages for whom 
English is the communicative medium of choice, and often the only option” 
Seidlhofer 2011 (emphasis in original) 
 
While different aspects of ELF have been the focus of researchers since the beginning of 
the last century, the focus in the present study is going to be on research on pragmatics 
within ELF only. Research on pragmatics within ELF is an advancing field, with research 
from a variety of settings, ranging from higher education (e.g. Björkman 2011; Kaur 
2011; Mauranen 2006) and business (Bjørge 2010; Firth 1996; Ehrenreich 2009; Pullin 
Stark 2009) to domestic settings (e.g. Klötzl 2014; Pietikäinen 2014).  
 
One of the first studies investigated business telephone conversations in a Danish 
company (Firth 1996). The results showed a high tendency towards mutual cooperation 
among the participants in ELF conversations, a finding which other early studies on ELF 
attested as well (e.g. House 1999; Meierkord 2000). Furthermore, participants showed a 
preference of securing mutual understanding over correctness by employing certain 
communicative strategies, namely ‘let it pass’ and ‘making it normal’ (Firth 1996).  
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Following these early studies, some ELF studies have focused on non-understanding and 
misunderstandings in ELF (e.g. Pitzl 2005; Mauranen 2006) making the early but 
interesting finding that both non- and misunderstandings in ELF occurred less frequently 
than expected. A comprehensive study on misunderstandings in ELF  found a surprisingly 
low number of instances of overt misunderstandings (Mauranen 2006). Further, the study 
focused on how participants signalled misunderstandings as well as the strategies used to 
prevent misunderstandings. The thorough analysis of ELF data in academic discourse 
revealed a high pragmatic competence of ELF users by employing a variety of 
communicative strategies to both signal misunderstanding (formulation of specific 
questions, repetition of problematic items, indirect signalling of misunderstanding) and 
prevent misunderstanding (confirmation checks, interactive repair, self-repair)(Mauranen 
2006).  
 
Other pragmatic phenomena that have been the foci of ELF investigations are 
backchanneling (e.g. Meierkord 2000; Bjørge 2010; Björkman 2011), repair of 
pronunciation (Matsumoto 2011), chunking (Mauranen 2005; Mauranen 2009), code-
switching (e.g. Cogo 2009; Hülmbauer 2009), idiomatic expressions in ELF (Pitzl 2009; 
Seidlhofer 2009b), discourse markers in ELF (House 2009; Baumgarten & House 2010), 
the “habitat factor” (Pölzl & Seidlhofer 2006), mediation (Hynninen 2011), and the 
comparison of speaker and listener strategies (Kirkpatrick 2007). Generally, the studies 
presented above show concurring results of cooperative, mutually supportive, and 
consensus-oriented behaviour of ELF users to achieve their communicative goals; 
however, ELF users do not always show such behaviour. 
 
A study of multi-party interactions among participants in computer-mediated voice-based 
chat, demonstrated how ELF users do in fact behave reprehensively (Jenks 2012). One 
aspect to be considered with this study though, is the social distance and guaranteed 
anonymity between the participants in this case, which may result in participants not 
prioritising the interactional aspect of the conversation as high as in face-to-face 
conversations. Not considering social distance but possible power asymmetries between 
participants in a conversations, Björkman (2017) investigated PhD supervision meetings. 
This investigation focused on linguistic competence and content knowledge as possible 
factors that could lessen the power asymmetries present between PhD student and 
supervisor. The data showed a similar level of linguistic competence of both PhD student 
and supervisor as well as very good content knowledge of the PhD students, resulting in 
no observable power asymmetries. Moreover, the study showed that disagreement 
episodes did not seem to be perceived as face-threatening by the speakers. Similarly, an 
investigation of interactional management of face-threatening acts in casual ELF 
conversation showed how ELF is used in a pragmatically motivated manner even at 
adversarial moments in interactions (Konakahara 2017).  
 
Among the above pragmatic phenomena attended to in previous ELF studies, repetition 
and self-repair have received considerable attention in the research of pragmatics in ELF, 
which we will turn to in the two sections below.  
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2.1.1 Repetition 

 
Both repetition (Cogo 2009; Cogo & Dewey 2006; Kaur 2009; Kennedy 2017; 
Lichtkoppler 2007; Matsumoto 2011; Mauranen 2006; Watterson 2008) and self -repair 
(Kaur 2011; Mauranen 2006) have been identified as proactive communicative strategies 
used to ensure understanding and mutual intelligibility in ELF conversations, which we 
will now turn to in more detail.  
 
The use of repetition in ELF conversations has been studied in a variety of settings. In a 
comprehensive study focusing on the common use of communicative strategies in 
signalling and preventing misunderstandings in ELF conversations in academic settings, 
the repetition of problematic items was identified as a straight forward signalling of 
misunderstanding (Mauranen 2006). Furthermore, in the data, participants used repetition 
to gain more time, make their statement clearer, or generally make the interaction 
smoother which in turn serves to prevent misunderstandings. In a more detailed analysis 
of the use of repetition, the purpose of the use of repetition, as well as its forms and 
significance for the achievement of successful ELF conversations were analysed 
(Lichtkoppler 2007). With its data comprising a number of conversations between staff 
members and students at the accommodation office at an Austrian student exchange 
office, the findings of the study revealed six categories of the use of repetition, namely 
time-gaining repetition, utterance-developing repetition, prominence-providing 
repetition, ensuring accuracy of understanding, showing listenership, cohesion & 
borrowing. Moreover, the analysis showed that repetition is an important component of 
ELF conversations, contributing to make conversation successful by serving the functions 
of facilitating the production of language, supporting the achievement of mutual 
understanding and helping to show attitude and opinion. Lichtkoppler’s findings were 
also attested by Watterson (2008), who investigated the use of communicative strategies 
to repair non-understanding in ELF conversations among university students in South 
Korea. In this study, participants as well showed a preference for repetition to both 
indicate and respond to non-understanding in ELF conversations. In addition to that, in a 
different study among students at a university in Malaysia, repetition was identified as a 
proactive communication strategy to pre-empt problems of understanding, occurring in 
specific interactional contexts, such as after a muted minimal response, prolonged silence 
or overlapping talk (Kaur 2009).  
 
In another study, the focus is on enhancing clarity in ELF talk through self-repetition 
(Kaur 2012). While many of the other studies on repetition often consider other-repetition 
(e.g. Cogo 2009; Mauranen 2006), though not exclusively, Kaur’s focus was on self-
repetition only. The analysis shows that self-repetition has a significant role in pre-
empting understanding problems in ELF conversations due to its functions of, for 
example, facilitating production and comprehension. Moreover, four different categories 
of self-repair were identified, namely ‘parallel phrasing’, ‘key word(s) repetition’, 
‘combined repetition’, and ‘repaired repetition’ (Kaur 2012). The discussion of self-repair 
seems especially relevant for the present study since the analysed genre of political 
interview suggests a more structured turn-taking-schema than observable in everyday-
conversations.  
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Also, the efficiency of speakers in ELF communications was investigated, reporting on 
findings in both pragmatics and lexicogrammar and underlining ways in which the two 
systems are mutually constitutive (Cogo & Dewey 2006). The ambition of the study was 
to show the interrelationship between pragmatics on the one hand and lexicogrammar on 
the other. The data showed how pragmatic moves can lead to changes in lexis and 
grammar and how lexicogrammatical innovations have an influence on the use of 
pragmatic strategies (Cogo & Dewey 2006). Repetition was frequently used as an 
accommodation strategy in this data as well, mostly to achieve efficiency and to show 
cooperation among the participants of a conversation. A different approach was taken in 
another study, focusing on repetition and code-switching as pragmatic strategies only 
(Cogo 2009). Thereby, regarding repetition, the study focused on repetition performed by 
another speaker (other-repetition) exclusively and found several functions of repetition. 
First of all, repetitions “can provide a linguistic resource for facilitating rhythm and 
synchrony” (Cogo in Mauranen & Ranta 2009: 260). Second, repetition is used when the 
speaker needs to catch up on previously missed discourse or when the speaker needs time 
to formulate his/her next statement. A third function of repetition identified is to show 
alignment with what another speaker said previously, and finally, repetition also serves 
as acknowledging understanding and confirmation of the original term.  
 
Finally, the latest contribution to the study of repetition is from Kennedy (2017) who took 
a different approach than the previous scholars. In this study, a stimulated recall-approach 
was taken, to find out why particular ELF users might have used certain communicative 
strategies. This approach allowed the users of ELF themselves to explain their strategic 
behaviour rather than ‘only’ working with audio-data and transcripts. Nevertheless, it has 
to be kept in mind here that the stimulated recall approach leaves the researcher with 
whatever the participants choose to tell and therefore, one can never be sure that they 
ultimately tell the truth. While the findings suggest that the way in which strategies are 
employed is more important than the particular strategy-type, regarding repetition the 
findings comply with the findings of previous research in the sense that repetition is used 
to signal difficulties in understanding.  
 

2.1.2 Self-repair 

 
Though not as extensively as repetition, the communicative strategy of self-repair has 
received some attention in previous ELF research. In a study investigating communicative 
strategies to signal and prevent misunderstanding in ELF communication, monologic 
self-repair was found to be very common in the data, used as a proactive communication 
strategy to prevent misunderstanding (Mauranen 2006). In addition to identifying 
frequent instances of false starts, instances of rephrasing content, wording, or grammar 
were identified in an attempt to secure comprehension (Mauranen 2006). In line with 
these findings are the findings of another study on raising explicitness in ELF through 
self-repair (Kaur 2011). This study focuses on the use of self-repair in ELF only, 
presenting a variety of functions of self-repair in ELF. Thereby, the analysis of instances 
of self-repair showed that repair practices are employed when something in the 
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conversation has ‘gone wrong’ and needs to be put right; nevertheless, it also showed that 
repair practices are employed when there is no observable problem in the ongoing or prior 
turn. Moreover, the study presents two main categories of functions of self-repair, namely 
‘righting the wrongs’ and ‘raising explicitness and enhancing clarity’, which each have 
subcategories. Generally, the data shows that self-repair is an effective strategy that 
allows the ELF user to not only make corrections on the linguistic or factual level but 
moreover to make talk more specific, explicit, and comprehensible.  
 
2.2 Political discourse/interview discourse 

The chosen genre of the present study is political interviews. Since this genre has not yet 
been investigated in ELF studies, it was necessary to review literature within the field of 
applied linguistics, including, for example, pragmatics in general and discourse studies.  
 
A study on media references in political interviews presents the most evident and 
important differences of the communicative genre of the political interview (Fetzer 2006). 
The analysis of media references in political interviews emphasizes the constitutive 
speech acts in this genre, referring to what earlier research described as “the clear-cut 
division of labour between interviewer and interviewee” (Blum-Kulka 1983 in Fetzer 
2006). The interviewer and interviewee are allocated certain roles during an interview, 
and they are expected to act within their roles rather than step out of them. Moreover, the 
roles are even described as including “complementary rights and obligations” (2006:181), 
giving the example of the interviewer having the right to request the interviewee to 
provide answers to questions while the interviewee has the obligation to provide the 
information asked for. In addition to the constitutive speech acts of this genre, further 
genre-specific presuppositions are listed, such as turn-taking behaviour, the adjacency 
pair of question and answer or the agenda, which usually is agreed on by both participants 
in advance (Fetzer 2006:185). Finally, it is concluded that political interviews are 
“interactionally organized events and thus dynamic” (2006:192). It remains interesting to 
see to what extent the conversations in political interviews are influenced by its 
determined rules mentioned above, defining the communicative genre of the political 
interview. 
 
As mentioned, political interviews are dynamic speech events, a feature also 
characteristic for more naturally-occurring everyday talk, which is a more widely 
researched genre within ELF (see for example Cogo 2009; Kaur 2009; Mauranen 2006). 
However, listening to or watching a political interview, it soon becomes clear that there 
are noticeable differences between this type of conversation and what one would describe 
as an everyday conversation. 
 
In a study on misunderstandings in political interviews, such differences are discussed in 
detail (Blum-Kulka & Weizman 2003), the focus of the study being on misunderstandings 
in political discourse. In addition to that, the authors analyse whether such 
misunderstandings are different in political discourse as compared to everyday discourse. 
Even though the focus of the present study is not particularly on the differences between 
everyday conversations and political discourse, the findings of the authors suggest some 
relevant aspects to consider when analysing data from the genre of political interviews. 
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One thoroughly discussed finding, of particular relevance for the present study, is the 
inevitable presence and discussion of disputable events in political discourse (Blum-
Kulka & Weizman 2003:117). In turn, discussing disputable events often leads to a rather 
argumentative nature of a conversation. This should be kept in mind during the analysis 
of political interviews since it is likely that the argumentative nature of this genre leads 
to less cooperative talk between the participants.  
 
In his thorough definition of the genre, Ekström describes the news interview as “an 
institutionalized conversation that differs from normal conversation” (2001:565). Further, 
the study specifies basic characteristics of an interview which are to be kept in mind when 
analysing data from this genre. According to this study, one specific characteristic of 
interviews is the clear division of roles, assigning the task of beginning and ending the 
interview to the interviewer. Also, the initiative to invite the politicians to speak lies with 
the interviewer. Further, it is argued that the politician has to take account of the fact that 
it is the interviewer who has the power to set the agenda and who decides what the 
conversation will cover. This last characteristic is to be considered carefully, since the 
general agenda is usually agreed on by both parties beforehand (Fetzer 2006). What is 
probably referred to here, is the fact that under the actual interview situation, the 
interviewer indeed has the power to (possibly) change the agreed on agenda, which is 
almost impossible to do for the politician (see also Li 2008). A final characteristic 
mentioned in the study concerns the expected cooperation of the interviewee by 
answering the journalist’s question. Thereby, a refusal to answer is also considered a 
response to a question. Generally, it is claimed that the characteristics of an interview 
indicate more power on the side of the interviewer. However, it also becomes clear that 
the interviewee is in no regard powerless. S/He, for example, could respond to a question 
with a statement that takes a message to the audience even though it hardly answers the 
initial question. Regarding the audience, the audience is a final, very important factor 
when defining the genre of political interviews. Mostly, the target audience are the people 
listening to the interview, which implies anonymity of the audience (Ekström 2001; 
Blum-Kulka & Weizman 2003). The politician, in turn, must have his target audience in 
mind at all times, even though it is possible that the interview is not broadcasted live or 
not published at all (Ekström 2001).  
 
This point is also taken up in another study analysing interviewees’ treatment of 
interviewers’ prior turns (Dickerson 2001). Here, one important difference between 
interviews and mundane talk was found, namely that the interviewees’ responses are 
directed to the overhearing audience rather than to his/her direct conversation partner, the 
interviewer. Furthermore, Dickerson also emphasises the asymmetry in terms of address 
and speaking rights of the participants (2001, see also Ekström 2001; Fetzer 2006).  
 
As shortly mentioned before when discussing the argumentative nature of an interview 
conversation, it remains especially interesting to see how this influences the speaking-
behaviour of the participants. While previous studies on ELF from other genres report an 
overall cooperative behaviour of the participants (but see Björkman 2017; Jenks 2012; 
Konakahara 2017), it is uncertain whether this behaviour would be observed in an 
interview setting. In fact, Dickerson argues that while there is substantial cooperation 
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noticeable on the ‘structural’ level, meaning by keeping the interview itself intact, the 
turn by turn basis between the interviewer and the interviewee is characterised by dispute 
(2001:205), which is different from mundane or everyday conversations. He goes even 
further by arguing that mundane conversations have certain ‘safeguards’, as he calls them, 
to avoid confrontation which are not present in political interviews. Instead, the 
interviewer and interviewee “together intricately and collaboratively contain vivid 
dispute within a delicate interview framework” (Dickerson 2001:219). This supposedly 
results in rather un-cooperative behaviour of politicians, which was also found by Li 
(2008) in his study on flouting and politeness in political interviews. In this study, the 
findings show that politicians commonly violate certain conversational maxims “as a 
linguistic strategy to serve particular goals, such as establishing [themselves] as the agent, 
saving and enhancing their positive image […]” (Li 2008: 33). Moreover, the un-
cooperative behaviour of the participants in political interviews is a result of their 
commonly incompatible goals. While the interviewer, on the one hand, wants to elicit as 
much information as possible, the interviewee, on the other hand, wants to promote 
his/her public image (Li 2008).  Moreover, politicians tend to be evasive or respond with 
irrelevant information to avoid answering a question, thereby purposely violating the 
maxim of relevance. 
 
The supposedly un-cooperative behaviour is an important aspect of the genre of the 
political interview and has to be taken into consideration when analysing the use of ELF 
in a political interview. The following study addresses the niche of political interviews in 
ELF by investigating the use of self-repair and repetition.  
 
 

3. Methods & Procedure 

3.1 Data 

3.1.1 The subject 

The present study focuses on one politician only, namely Jean-Claude Juncker. The 
different reasons for analysing interviews with Jean-Claude Juncker are listed in the 
following after providing the most important key data on his bibliography.  
 
Jean-Claude Juncker, born December 9th 1954, is a Luxembourgish politician currently 
serving as president of the European Commission. His long political background, serving, 
amongst others, as Prime Minister of Luxembourg and president of the Euro Group, 
makes Juncker a key figure of the European Union, a key figure in European politics and 
political encounters, and therefore interesting for a study on the use of ELF in political 
interviews. Moreover, what makes Juncker especially interesting, as opposed to other key 
figures in EU politics, is his language background. Other than in his mother tongue 
(Luxembourgish) and English, Juncker is also fluent in German and French. While for 
the present study Juncker’s use of today’s lingua franca, English, is in the focus, his 
fluency in German and French, two former lingua franca and still large and important 
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languages within political encounters, makes him a particularly interesting person to 
study.  
 
3.1.2 The interviews 

The data for the present analysis comprises four interviews, with a total interview time of 
35 minutes. All four interviews are conducted in English by different interviewers, 
whereby, for the purpose of this study, it was controlled that the interviewers are ELF 
users and not native speakers of English. Furthermore, all four interviews are video-files. 
In three of the interviews, Juncker is the sole interviewee, though in one of the interviews, 
an additional politician, Martin Schulz, president of the EU parliament at the time of the 
interview, is present. Nevertheless, only Juncker’s speech events are considered for the 
analysis. For the sake of simplicity, the interviews are referred to as interview one, two, 
three, and four. Interview one is from France 24, a 24 hour international news station 
based in France. It was published Feb. 13, 2015 and discusses, following a European 
summit, the then ongoing Greek-crisis, Juncker’s growth and investment plans as well as 
possible, alleged tax avoidance in Luxembourg. Interview two is also from France 24, 
published on Sep. 27, 2016, and joined by both Juncker and Martin Schulz. It covers a 
variety of then current topics, such as the refugee crisis or the imminent Brexit-
referendum. Interview three is from the multimedia centre of the European parliament, 
published Jan. 1, 2013 (note that at this point Juncker was serving as head of the euro 
group, not president of the commission), discussing Juncker’s preview of the year 2013. 
And finally, interview four is from Euronews, a multilingual news media service, 
published on June 20, 2016, discussing both the imminent Brexit and Greece’s position 
in the EU.   The combined facts, as well as word counts can also be found in table 1. 
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Table 1: The interviews 
 Interview 1 Interview 2 Interview 3 Interview4 Total 
Participants 
(besides 
interviewer) 

Jean-Claude 
Juncker  

Jean-Claude 
Juncker, 
Martin Schulz 

Jean-Claude 
Juncker 

Jean-Claude 
Juncker 

 

Publishing 
Date 

Feb. 13, 2015 Sep. 27, 2016 Jan. 1, 2013 June 20, 2016  

Time 11:16 min 17:10 min 3:01 min 3:19 min  
Topic(s) Greek crisis, 

Juncker’s 
growth & 
investment 
plans, alleged 
tax avoidance 
in 
Luxembourg 

Refugee 
crisis, Brexit-
referendum 

Juncker’s 
preview of 
2013 

Brexit, 
Greece’s 
position in the 
EU 

 

Words 
(total) 

1826 3128 519 411 5884 

Words 
(Juncker) 

1173 888 377 315 2753 

Source France 24 France 24 Multimedia 

Center European 
Parliament 

Euronews  

 
 
3.2 Procedure 

The present study draws on aspects of procedures from conversation analysis (CA). As 
Schlegloff & Sacks (1973) wrote “for those trying to understand a bit of talk, the key 
question about any of its aspects is – why that now?” This question is what conversation 
analytical approaches seek to answer by studying talk in interaction. Within ELF, CA has 
proven to be a frequently employed method to analyse naturally-occurring verbal 
interaction (e.g. Björkman 2017;  Cogo 2009; Kaur 2011; Santner-Wolfartsberger 2015); 
though often the researchers do not use pure CA but rather draw on its procedures in 
addition to further methodological approaches to be able to include other relevant external 
factors, such as the speakers’ institutional roles etc. This is also true for the present 
analysis, where key aspects of CA are followed, such as the impartial description of the 
conversations, the attempt to find out the functions of speech acts rather than just their 
form, the inclusion within the transcription of specific aspects such as overlaps and pauses 
as well as the use of natural conversations rather than arranged conversations (see also 
Deterding 2013). It must be taken into consideration that for the purpose of the present 
study, the transcripts do not follow the same level that is expected from mainstream CA, 
and in some cases, no previous turns or uptake have been included in the examples. While 
it might be argued that political interviews do not show pure naturally-occurring speech 
due to, mostly, a beforehand set agenda which allows the participants of the conversation 
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to prepare their talk, for the purpose of investigating political speech, the genre of the 
political interview is as close as one gets to naturally-occurring speech in politics.  
 
3.2.1 Data collection 

The process of collecting data, i.e. interviews with Jean-Claude Juncker, turned out to be 
more difficult than expected. Juncker’s language background, one of the reasons for 
choosing to analyse his speech in the first place, entailed that a considerable number of 
interviews to be accessed were conducted in either German or French, and therefore, 
obviously, not of interest for the present study. Another impediment was the native 
language of the interviewer. A large number of those interviews that were conducted in 
English stemmed from British media sites and therefore, had a native English-speaking 
interviewer, which was not suitable for the present study either. After an extensive online-
search of, amongst others, international news pages and the multimedia-centre of the 
European Parliament, four interviews met the set requirements. This left the researcher 
with a total of 35 minutes of interview-material; deemed sufficient for the present 
analyses. 
 
The interviews were transcribed in their entirety in order to provide the full context, which 
may be relevant for the identification and analysis of instances of self-repair and 
repetition. For the transcriptions, the transcription guide of the ELFA-corpus was 
considered, which can be found online.4 For the present study, only the lexical level of 
the speech events is of interest; therefore, no phonetic transcription is provided. 
Furthermore, the visual information provided in the data was considered at first but turned 
out to not contain relevant information. Therefore, it was not considered further in this 
study. 
 
3.2.2 Identifying self-repair & repetition   

For purposes of analysis, instances of self-repair and repetition were first identified. To 
be able to do so, certain conditions have to be met, which are described below. Both 
definitions are taken and adapted from previous literature, e.g. Lichtkoppler (2007) for 
repetition and Kaur (2011) for self-repair.  
 
In her comprehensive study on the use of repetition in ELF, Lichtkoppler (2007) sets three 
preconditions for the identification of ‘repetition’, which were taken on for the present 
study. First of all, the instance has to have an identifiable ‘original’, which means the 
element in question has to appear before in the text. Second, the prior text or ‘original’ 
has to occur within the same conversation. Furthermore, only lexical and syntactic 
constructions are considered that are not fixed expressions, such as proverbs and 
greetings. This can be words, phrases or even whole sentences. A fourth precondition for 
the present study, which is not set as a precondition in Lichtkoppler (2007) but discussed 
elsewhere in her study, is that only exact repetitions and repetitions with slight variation 
are considered, whereby ‘slight variation’ refers to no more than two different items 

                                                   
4 http://www.uta.fi/ltl/en/english/research/projects/elfa/data/transcription_guide.pdf, retrieved April 12, 2018 
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within one instance. Furthermore, generally, both self-repetition and other-repetition are 
considered. 
 
Regarding self-repair, the definition is not as strict and clear. Schlegloff et al. define repair 
as a “self-righting mechanism” addressing “recurrent problems in speaking, hearing and 
understanding” (1990:31 in Kaur 2011). While generally, repair can either be initiated by 
the conversation partner (other-repair) or by the speaker of a turn (self-repair), only the 
latter is considered in the present study, which includes instances where the speaker’s 
own speech act required an adjustment or modification (see also Kurhila 2003 in Kaur 
2011). Self-repair instances include rephrasing at the content level, the grammatical level, 
or regarding the word choice, which constitute the three categories considered for 
identifying self-repair instances in the present study.  
 
 

4. Findings  

In this section, the findings are presented, divided into self-repair and repetition. As 
mentioned in 3.2.2, two frameworks of previous studies were considered in the process 
of identifying the instances of self-repair and repetition (see Lichtkoppler 2007; Kaur 
2011). However, since a different genre is investigated in this study, these frameworks 
were used as an orientation and possibly supplemented by categorisations of my own. In 
the end, some categories can be described as very similar or even identical with the 
existing categories of previous work by others while others were not. All in all, it was 
attempted to identify patterns of the identified instances in the data first, and later to 
analyse if and how the developed categories are comparable with existing ones.  
 
4.1 Self-repair practices 

In total, 22 instances of self-repair were identified in the data. A previous framework 
suggests an overall categorization of self-repair practices into ‘righting the wrongs’ and 
‘raising explicitness’ (Kaur 2011). The findings of the present study confirm this general 
categorization; therefore, it is taken on for presenting the findings. Table 2 shows the 
number of identified instances of self-repair as well as its distribution amongst the 
different categories identified. In the following, examples of the identified practices are 
presented, a full transcript of the interviews can be found in appendix A.  
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Table 2: Instances of self-repair 
 Interview 1 Interview 2 Interview 3 Interview 4 Total 
Righting the 
wrongs (total) 

3 2 1 2 8 

Righting the 
wrongs: Content 

- - 1 1 2 

Righting the 
wrongs: 
Phonological 

2 - - - 2 

Righting the 
wrongs: Lexical 

- 1 - 1 2 

Righting the 
wrongs: 
Grammatical  

1 1 - - 2 

Raising 
explicitness 
(total) 

5 5 3 1 14 

Raising 
explicitness: 
Specification of 
referent 

- 3 - - 3 

Raising 
explicitness: 
Rephrasing 
general with 
specific 

3 1 2 - 6 

Raising 
explicitness: 
Rephrasing 
content to 
emphasize 

1 1 1 1 4 

Raising 
explicitness: 
Pronoun 
replaced with 
referent 

1 - - - 1 

 
 
4.1.1 Righting the wrongs 

Following previous works, corrections are identified as instances where a linguistic unit 
is replaced by an alternated version of the produced unit which can be identified as 
erroneous according to the norms of standard language (Kurhila 2003 in Kaur 2011).  
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Self-repair was identified at the content-level, where Juncker produced an erroneous 
statement, followed by a modification of the content of his statement.  
 

(1) <S1> they have applied in portugal in-in greece ireland not being a typical north-
er south-southern country tremendous adjustment affords and we should respect 
the people suffering from rigour and austerity </S1> 

 
(2) <S1> i’m never satisfied with er the base of reforms in none of the 19 countries 

of the european- of the euro area but greece is undertaking huge efforts and I 
know that these efforts are seen by many greeks […] as being er unjust </S1> 
 

In the examples above, the repairs show an adjustment on the content-level. In (1), 
Juncker replies to a question by the interviewer regarding northern European countries 
blaming southern European countries for being profligate, by referring to the reform 
program the southern countries have to undergo. He is mentioning Portugal and Greece 
as examples for such southern countries, followed by naming Ireland which is obviously 
not a southern country. In an attempt to make clear that Ireland is not one of the typical 
southern countries, he wrongly says “not being a typical north” first. The repair is initiated 
by a hesitation marker and followed by the immediate repair, after which Juncker 
continues his utterance. The second example (2), is a reply to the question whether 
Juncker is satisfied with the base of the financial reform in Greece. Here, Juncker states 
that he is never satisfied with any reform in any of the 19 countries “of the European- of 
the euro area”. He intentionally wants to say “European Union” while at the same time 
realizing that he is talking about the countries of the monetary union only therefore, he 
immediately corrects his reply replacing “of the European” with “of the euro area”. Other 
than in (1), no pause or hesitation marker can be identified initiating the repair.  
 
Self-repair was also identified at the phonological level, where Juncker corrects the 
articulation of a word.  
 

(3) <S1> so we have to take under exam the list of the british er requests, we have er 
to make our own er proposals this has to be dos-er discussed pardon with britain 
in a very fair way and then we’ll see whether the intersection of british use and of 
other european use can be found </S1> 
 

Example (3) shows a mispronunciation and repair of the word ‘discussed’. While there is 
no pause or hesitation marker initiating the repair, it is followed by an apologetic utterance 
(“pardon”). Interesting here is also the use of ‘pardon’ instead of ‘sorry’ which could be 
lead back to Juncker’s language background of French.  
 
A third subcategory where self-repair was identified is the replacement of lexical items, 
as seen in the examples below. 
 

(4) <S1> the british will make their decision when time is right i-we do think that 
time is right but it’s up to the british to make their decision- to take their 
decision </S1> 
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(5) <S1> something has changed because er since the summer of last year 2015 

nobody is seriously advocating the grexit and this is due to the fact that er we 
have- we were able and the greek authorities and er the authorities of the euro 
area to conclude a deal and this deal is respected by both sides </S1> 
 

Example (4) is quite difficult to place. It appears that Juncker intends to self-correct the 
use of the idiomatic expression ‘to make a decision’; though, in this case, he actually gets 
the expression right in the first place, only to then immediately replace it with the 
expression “take a decision”. While “take a decision” is not incorrect, in this particular 
utterance it seems unusual. Idiomatic expressions and their correct use are often said to 
be difficult for non-native speakers; considering that Juncker is fluent in French, this 
could be argued to influence the decision to self-repair here. In French, one would say 
‘prendre une décision’ which corresponds to ‘take a decision’. Given the fact that Juncker 
is fluent in French, this could be a reason why he repairs “make a decision” here.  
 
Furthermore, an instance of self-repair on the grammatical level was identified as 
presented in (6) below.  
 

(6) <S1> it’s not fair to have the prime minister sitting there like you are sitting there 
and to have high civil servant being his er dialogue partner that’s not the way 
things should be done and what we have-had to be done this we would have 
avoided I do think a certain number of </S1>  
<S2> [so you think better communication] at a higher level </S2> 

 
Listening carefully to this instance it seems that this utterance is erroneous to such a large 
extent that Juncker has difficulties repairing it. I would argue that what Juncker in fact 
wants to say is something in the area of “that’s not the way things should be done and 
would we have done this we would have avoided […]”. However, his attempt to say this 
is eventually becoming what we see in (6). Since it seems Juncker is mainly struggling 
with the correct tense-use, it is argued that this is an instance of self-repair at the level of 
grammar. 
 
The examples presented above all show instances of self-repair in an attempt to modify 
of what the speaker himself identified to be an error. Thereby, it was noticeable that in 
the case of self-repair, the repaired utterance in all cases immediately followed the 
erroneous utterance. In a minority of the instances, self-repair was initiated by a hesitation 
marker. In addition to that, none of the utterances including self-repair showed a 
disruption of the overall utterance through the repair-instance.  
 
4.1.2 Raising explicitness 

Comparing between the two main categories of self-repair, more instances of self-repair 
used to raise explicitness were identified in the data. In an earlier study investigating the 
functions of self-repair, the questions of “What else might evoke self-repair if not an 
error?” (Kaur 2011: 2709) was raised and it was found that self-repair is often used to 
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make the content of an utterance more clear (Kaur 2011). In the following, instances of 
self-repair in the absence of an error from the present data are presented.  
 
One self-repair practice identified was the specification of the referent. 
 

(7) <S1> when i started my mandate as a president of the commission and when we 
were campaigning the two of us before the european parliament’s elections we 
were saying that the european union should be big on big things and (tibid) and 
very modest on smaller things and that’s exactly what we are doing </S1>  

 
(8) <S1> the british will make their decision when time is right i-we do think that 

time is right but it’s up to the british to make their decision- to take their decision 
</S1> 
 

(9) <S1> but it depends on the way the united kingdom will trigger article 50 we are 
prepared but as we decided the institutions and the 27 member states we are 
not negotiating before notifications </S1> 
 

(10) <S1> and this is due to the fact that er we have we were able- and the greek 
authorities and er the authorities of the euro area to conclude a deal and this 
deal is respected by both sides </S1> 
 

Example (7) shows how Juncker specifies who he is referring to when saying “when we 
were campaigning”. It has to be mentioned here that this example is taken from the 
interview that does not only include Juncker but also Martin Schulz as interviewees, to 
make clear that Juncker is referring to the campaigning of both himself and Schulz. 
Equally, in (9), Juncker specifies the pronoun ‘we’ further as referring to the institutions 
and the 27 member states, the same is found in (10) where Juncker starts out saying “we 
were able” but then interrupts his speech by specifying who “we” is referring to (namely 
the Greek authorities and the authorities of the euro group). Example (8) also shows a 
specification of reference which is especially interesting considering the political genre. 
Instead of saying “I think that time is right”, Juncker repairs his utterance to “we think 
that time is right”. This specifies his utterance further by making clear that it is not his 
(personal) opinion that matters here but could rather be categorized as a reference to the 
European commission in general by using the pronoun ‘we’ instead.  
 
 
Another self-repair practice identified is the rephrasing of general phrases with more 
specific ones. 
 

(11) <S1> i do think that er the political authorities that means er the 
commission and the council on the form of the euro group have to take a more 
pronounced personal political interest in the exact components of the justment 
programmes er we are er launching </S1> 
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(12) <S1> when negotiating with member states so called programme states 
they are sending high civil servants er to this capitals […] </S1> 
 

(13) <S1> as the year 2012 was a rather good year for the euro area given the 
results- the negotiated results we have had i do think that 2013 although being 
a very difficult year nevertheless will be a year of some relief </S1>  
 

(14) <S1> i do think that we need mini-legal minimum wages in all the 
countries of the euro area </S1> 
 

Examples (11) and (12) show how Juncker specifies rather general terms with more 
specific ones, following immediately. ‘Political authorities’ is a very broad term and to 
make clear what Juncker means by using this term, he becomes more specific by 
mentioning that this includes the commission and the council.   
 
Another, frequently used self-repair practice identified throughout all interviews was the 
rephrasing of content to emphasize a point.  
 

(15) <S1> what is er essential to my view is that all the governments are agreeing 
on the basis that we need a virtuous triangle meaning that of course budgetary 
consolidation is of the essence that structure reforms are of paramount importance 
and that we have to complete this two dimensions these dimensions we were 
insisting on in recent years by a third dimension which is growth and job 
oriented investment </S1> 

 
(16) <S1> but you are right we have to make sure and clear that the 

interrelations the interlinks between politics and business are transparent </S1> 
 

(17) <S1> i’m i’m advocating this idea for-for i don’t know i don’t remember 
20 years at least because after the putting into place of a single market and after 
having the economic monetary union er being launched in a successful way we 
have experienced this </S1> 

 
Finally, one instance of self-repair was identified where a pronoun was replaced with its 
referent to raise explicitness. 
 

(18) <S1> that depends on the exact content of the directive commissioner 
moscosi-moscovici in charge on taxation will present to the college of 
commissioners it has to be made sure that this how could i say will not be empty 
words but that it will- that these new provisions will be implemented in a way 
that er a check system is put into place […] </S1> 
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4.2 Repetition  

Instances of repetition were identified very frequently in the present data. While the initial 
focus was on all varieties of repetition (meeting the criteria stated in 3.2.2), the data 
revealed no instances of other-repetition. Another noticeable finding was the frequent 
occurrence of exact repetitions as opposed to repetitions with variation. Table 3 shows 
the total number of identified instances of repetition as well as its distribution among the 
individual categories. 
 
Table 3: Instances of repetition 

 Interview 1 Interview 2 Interview 3 Interview 4 Total  
Total  28 27 8 9 72 
Time-gaining 
repetition 

5 5 4 - 14 

Reformulation 5 3 1 1 10 
Repetition of 
key words 

7 8 1 4 20 

Ensuring 
accuracy of 
understanding 

7 2 - 2 11 

Keeping & 
Claiming the 
floor 

1 5 - - 6 

Making clear 
reference 

3 4 2 2 11 

 
 
A previous framework of different forms of repetition has been considered and adopted 
(Lichtkoppler 2007), additional categories have been identified. Along with examples 
from the data, the categories are presented in the following.  
 
 
Time-gaining repetition 
A frequently identified form of repetition in the data was what was previously termed as 
time-gaining repetition (see Lichtkoppler 2007). This form of repetition provides the 
speaker with extra time to formulate his/her subsequent utterance, and is therefore often 
used to provide a more fluent utterance.  
 

(19) <S1> this er so called lux-leaks are reflecting a phenomena which does exist 
in all member states including france britain Germany and we have seen in the-
in the european press that the same phenomena has been observed in […] </S1> 

 
(20) <S1> what can be done in a better way by nation member states by-by-by 

local er authorities should be done on that level </S1> 
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(21) <S1> i’m-i’m-i’m er really sad about er some detail measures which have 
been taken in programme countries although i know that the problems these 
countries have to face are er huge </S1> 
 

In (19) it seems like Juncker repeats “in the” because he is searching for a specific word, 
which in this case is “european press”. The repetition allows him more time to search for 
the word while at the same time keeping the conversation going, instead of pausing while 
searching for the word which would resume in an interruption of the conversation. In (20) 
it appears as the repetition is used to gain more time to provide a further example. Juncker 
is talking about the division of responsibilities between the EU and the national 
governments here, and he wants to make a point that the EU should only have to deal 
with ‘very big issues’. So when he mentions the member states, it appears he is looking 
for a further specifying term and the repetition of “by” provides him with the extra time 
to come up with “local authorities”. As in excerpt (19), repetition is used to not interrupt 
the conversation by, for example, pausing.  
 
Finally, in (21) we have the beginning of Juncker’s response to a question on basic social 
rights across the EU. It is noticeable that the repetition is immediately followed by a 
hesitation marker, which is used again shortly after. This could be a sign for Juncker not 
being exactly sure how to answer the question, using repetition to gain time to think of 
what to say and formulate his response.  
 
Reformulation 
This category is also called ‘utterance-developing’ repetition and refers to the 
reformulation of an utterance until the speaker reached a more satisfactory utterance than 
the previous one (Lichtkoppler 2007). In the present data, this form of repetition serves 
the function of making sure an utterance is specific enough to understand.  
 

(22) <S1> the explanation is that the president of the eurogroup mr dijsselbloem 
had a meeting with the greek prime minister i had phone calls with the greek prime 
minister and they were putting together some alignment of the technical nature 
we are far away from a er a deal we are far away from what you could call a 
political compromise but now we are taking on exam the substance of the 
divergences which may exist between the eurogroups opinions and er the plans of 
the greek er government </S1>   

 
(23) <S1> but you are right we have to make sure and clear that the 

interrelations the interlinks between politics and business are transparent </S1> 
 

(24) <S1> to imagine a er minimum of er social laws to apply to all the workers 
er at er the level of the eurogroup and er ja of the european union i do think that 
we need mini- legal minimum wages in all the countries of the euro area i do 
think that er we need minimum income rules for the weakest in our societies 
</S1> 
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Example (22) shows how Juncker reformulated what is before called “alignment of the 
technical nature”, moving from calling it “a deal” to finally “a political compromise”. In 
this occasion, the reformulation is connected with an exact repetition of “we are far away 
from”. While the reformulation serves to make clear what is meant by ‘alignment of the 
technical nature’, the exact repetition additionally emphasizes the content of Juncker’s 
utterance.  
 
While (23) is a classic example of a repetition by reformulation, following immediately 
after the original, in (24) one can see a more comprehensive  reformulation. Here, Juncker 
is responding to a question on his view on social rights in the EU and is making his 
opinion clear by reformulating, moving from general to specific. He is first talking about 
‘social laws’, then reformulating to ‘minimum wages’, and finally going with ‘minimum 
income rules’, showing a clear development of the utterance, from general to specific, 
making clear the opinion of Juncker.  
 
Repetition of key words 
This category includes the instances where key words are repeated. Usually, the key 
words are repeated more than once, especially in longer utterances. The interview-setting 
of the present data results in sometimes rather lengthy, monologues utterances by Juncker. 
Here, he often uses the repetition of key words as a strategy to keep the attention of his 
audience, thereby probably especially considering the non-present target audience, and 
make his utterances more comprehendible.  
 

(25) <S1> i do really think that greece needs a programme and we have a 
programme and so my er favourite answer to your er question will be to say that 
greece should request a prolongation of the programme given the need they have 
to er revisit a certain number of elements of the programme </S1> 

 
In addition to that, the repetition of key words also has an emphasizing-function, as can 
be seen in the examples below.  
 

(26) <S1> i’m in favour of stability when it comes to european institutions i’m 
working closely and in the best way possible with the president of the european 
council mr tusk and with martin schulz as chair of the european parliament i’m in 
favour of stability if you are crossing difficult times and troubled waters stability 
is of the essence </S1> 
 

(27) <S1> when i was campaigning back in march april may i always er 
advocated a fair deal for britain i din’t invent that formula after the elections when 
britain was opposing my candidature i was announcing this months before the 
election i want britain to stay in the european union because the european 
union would not be complete without britain and i don’t think that britain would 
be stronger without its membership in the european union so you have to take 
under exam the list of the british er requests we have er to make our own er 
proposals this has to be dos-er discussed pardon with britain in a fair way and 
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then we’ll see where the intersection of the british use and of other european use 
can be found </S1> 

 
The last two examples show how key words are repeated to emphasize opinion. 
Especially since both utterances are responses to questions related more personally to 
Juncker himself other than his function as president of the commission, it becomes clear 
how Juncker repeats these words to underline his opinion.  
 
Ensuring accuracy of understanding 
Repetition is very commonly used to make sure that the listener understands what the 
speakers says. In the present study, it has to be kept in mind that the speaker, Juncker, has 
actually two different types of listeners, the interviewer as the direct conversation partner 
and the anonymous target audience, which might influence his speech.  
 

(28) <S1> and i do think that er we have to organize in a more efficient way the 
fight against tax fraud and tax evasion that’s what i promised you in the election 
campaign that’s what i said in july- not now in july when addressing the panel 
of the european parliament </S1> 

 
(29) <S1> and so we have to stop this blame-game against the commission this 

commission is not in charge of what the numbers of the former commission are 
doing we were er introduced in our rules mostly transparency rules mostly 
transparency rules and now we are considering if yes or no we should […] </S1> 

 
In her comprehensive study on repetition, Lichtkoppler (2007) found that repetitions that 
fall under this category usually occur in the form of other-repetition, which is not the case 
in the present data. In (28) Juncker wants his listener(s) to understand that he defined his 
position in July, and one can almost hear the silent ‘already’ in the sentence. By repeating 
July along with “not now” he ensures the accuracy of this utterance. The same can be 
seen in (29) where the repetition of ‘transparency rules’ ensures that the listener(s) 
understand it is not just any kind of rules but transparency rules.   
 
Keeping & claiming the floor 
This category describes instances of repetition that appear very specific for the researched 
genre in this study. While one could argue that the participants of an interview should 
know that it is not polite to interrupt each other, at times, discussions can get quite heated 
and lead to participants forgetting the code of interviews. Repetition proved to be a 
frequently used strategy to both withstand an (attempted) interruption and to claim the 
floor by interrupting another participant. Interestingly, such instances were, with one 
exception, only found in one of the interviews where the interviewer very frequently 
interrupted Juncker leading to Juncker getting rather annoyed by this behaviour (leading 
to interrupting himself in turn).  
 

(30) <S1> the council of ministers was adopting the proposal of the commission 
but some member states did disagree so the european union 
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                                                                                       <S2> [is that a problem for you mr 
schulz there seems to be a complete separation between] </S2> [the european union as 
such was] the european union as such and the institutions were acting and were 
proacting </S2> 
 

(31) <S1> no no no but you have to see that most of the member states are 
agreeing with the policy the parliament and the commission were proposing some 
member states are not you are talking about those who are not let’s talk about  

<S2> [should we put in a punishment] </S2> [let’s talk] about let’s talk about those 
who are in favour </S1> 
 
In both (30) and (31), Juncker gets interrupted by the interviewer but clearly wants to 
continue with his utterance. Therefore, instead of letting the interviewer interrupt him, he 
tries to withstand the interruption by repeating the part of his utterance where he was 
being interrupted and it can be seen that this strategy is in both cases successful.  
 

(32) <S1> but we are preparing how <S2> [ja but we are] </S2> the EU like to-
to <S2> [ja ja ja] do you have an idea the EU is ready </S1> <S2> [we-we-we] 
we know what we want we are saying that a country leaving but er asking for a 
free access to the entire market has to reflect the basic rules of the entire market 
including and mainly the freedom of movement of <S1> (xx) </S1> workers so 
we are prepared for that debate </S2> 

 
Other than trying to ‘keep’ the floor, Juncker also uses repetition as a strategy to ‘claim’ 
the floor through interrupting the interviewer himself, which is shown in (32).  
 
Making clear reference 
 

(33) <S1> as the year 2012 was a rather good year for the euro area given the 
results the negotiated results we have had i do think that 2013 although being a 
very difficult year nevertheless will be a year of some relief </S1> 

 
(34) <S1> but you cannot impose solidarity solidarity has to come from the 

heart and so we are trying to reach the points of view of those having not voted in 
favour </S1>  
 

By using an exact repetition of the reference word instead of a pronoun, this form of 
repetition serves two functions. First, it makes the referent very clear which enhances the 
understanding of the listener(s), as can be seen in (33). Second, making the referent clear 
is also a strategy to put emphasize on the utterance in question, which is also the case in 
(34). Once more, it can be seen how overlapping the functions of repetition can be.  
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5. Discussion 

The analysis of four political interviews with Jean-Claude Juncker has shown that both 
self-repair and repetition, though to a different extent, are used as clarification strategies 
when using English as a lingua franca.  
 
In the following, the findings and examples presented above are discussed. It is important 
to mention however that the findings of the present study are not meant to provide general 
conclusions regarding the use of ELF in political interviews. Rather, the aim is to 
contribute to the description of English as a lingua franca by researching a so far 
unexplored genre. 
 
5.1 Self-repair in political interviews 

Previous research into self-repair as a communicative strategy has shown how it mainly 
serves two different functions, namely Righting the wrongs and Raising explicitness 
(Kaur 2011). The findings of the present study can, on a more general level, be divided 
into the exact same categories. Though, it has to be said that determining the exact 
function of a repair-instance can sometimes be rather difficult as it often can serve 
different purposes (see also Kaur 2011; Mauranen 2006).  
 
Self-repair is used as a strategy to replace or reformulate an erroneous utterance by a 
correct one. In section 4.1.1 it can be seen that thereby corrections are done on different 
levels, the content-, the phonological-, the lexical-, and the grammatical level. While in 
some previous research the findings suggested that ELF users tend to prefer functional 
effectiveness over standard correctness (e.g. Seidlhofer 2011), the frequent use of self-
repair to correct an utterance of Juncker suggests that in a political interview, the 
participants tend to attach somewhat more importance to correctness as well. Considering 
that politicians are usually representing not only themselves but also their party and/or 
position, this tendency for correctness could be interpreted as wanting to make a good 
impression on the target audience. Speaking incorrect English is presumably not positive 
for the image of a politician, especially not in Juncker’s case, being president of the 
European commission. It is not saying that politicians always strive for one hundred 
percent correctness when using English as a lingua franca, which is also seen in the data 
of the present study. Nevertheless, Juncker seems to show a higher orientation towards 
correctness than is suggested in previous studies from other genres (e.g. Cogo 2009; Firth 
1996; Jenkins, Cogo & Dewey 2011; Kaur 2011; Pitzl 2005).  
 
Furthermore, the instances identified were all immediate self-repairs which speaks for a 
high awareness of the speaker of what he is articulating. Moreover, the data shows that 
Juncker is not repairing every erroneous utterance. However, considering the instances 
he does repair, he shows a good understanding of the importance of correctness of some 
instances rather than other. What is meant by that is that Juncker shows a strong tendency 
towards correcting such instances that seem to possibly evoke misunderstandings or non-
understanding when left uncorrected.  
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The second important function of self-repair is raising explicitness. Considering all 
identified instances, one pattern becomes obvious. The replacing or reformulated 
utterance tends to be more specific than the repaired utterance. This function has also 
been observed in previous studies (e.g. Kaur 2011; Mauranen 2006), and indicates a 
general desire of the speaker to enhance clarity.  
 
The setting of the political interview is a special one: While the interviewer is often the 
only direct conversation partner of the interviewed politician, it is rather the target 
audience not present that is more important to consider for the politician when responding 
to the interviewer’s questions. One could therefore expect the politician tending to be 
extra clear and specific in his responses so that even the non-present audience afterwards, 
or simultaneously in the case of live-interviews, can follow his/her explanations. The 
findings of the present study seem to support the above formulated assumption. The use 
of self-repair was frequently identified to specify a referent. Thereby, the self-repair of 
“i-we” (see excerpt (8) in section 4.1.2) shows in particular how the interview is not only 
with Juncker as a person but rather with Juncker the politician. The topic discussed in this 
case is the postponement of the British government to officially bring about Article 50, 
setting in motion their leaving of the EU. In his answer, Juncker first wants to say “I do 
think that time is right” but immediately replaces the “I” by “We”. This instance shows 
well how Juncker is aware of the fact that it is not his personal opinion that is of interest 
and value but the opinion of the responsible commission, which he as the president is 
representing. Therefore, these types of self-repair are argued to be genre-specific.  
 
Another category of self-repair is the rephrasing of general content with more specific. 
Here it can also be seen clearly how Juncker strives to make rather general and maybe 
complex terms more specific as to make it more comprehendible for his audience. This 
can be seen especially in example (11) (see section 4.1.2), where Juncker, instead of 
simply saying “political authorities” is specifying further what he means exactly. Political 
authorities could refer to anything but to make sure his audience understands exactly what 
he is talking about, Juncker repairs his utterance and becomes more specific by saying 
“the political authorities that means the commission and the council on the form of the 
euro group”.  
 
Both strategies discussed above demonstrated clearly how self-repair serves the function 
of raising clarity and comprehension at the side of the audience. Even though there might 
not be an audience in the same sense as in an interview setting, raising clarity and 
comprehension are also functions commonly identified in previous research from other 
genres (e.g. Kaur 2011, Mauranen 2006), where audience is rather referring to 
conversation partners in general.   
 
5.2 Repetition in political interviews 

It has been stated previously that repetition does not have the best reputation in our society 
and should preferably be avoided (Lichtkoppler 2007; Aitchison 1994). Still, the variety 
of studies on repetition available, not least in the field of ELF, indicates the high 
frequency of repetition and the variety of functions it fulfils. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that repetition was identified frequently in the present study. Different functions of 
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repetition were identified; though it has to be mentioned that while one function might 
sometimes be dominating, it is mostly the case that the functions of the identified 
instances are overlapping (see also Lichtkoppler 2007).  The findings presented in 4.2 are  
discussed in the following.  
 
Even though not identified very frequently, the most striking function of repetition in this 
study was repetition used to keep or claim the floor, mostly due to the fact it being most 
different from findings in previous studies. To be able to properly discuss this function, 
both the clear turn-taking structure (see Fetzer 2006) and the possibly un-cooperative 
behaviour of participants in political interviews (Li 2008) have to be kept in mind. As 
mentioned before, in these instances, repetition was used as a reaction to the interviewer 
interrupting Juncker. By repeating an utterance, Juncker signals clearly that he wants to 
continue his utterance and does not show any interest in the interrupting utterance of the 
interviewer. This is an interesting behaviour of actually both participants, since interviews 
usually demonstrate a strict turn-taking behaviour which includes the right of the speaker 
to finish his/her utterance before a new point is taken up. When this turn-taking structure 
is interrupted, repetition seems to be an indicator for a request or insistence to continue. 
However, what can be seen very clearly from the instances in the data of the present study 
is the “un-cooperative behaviour of the participants in political interviews [as] a result of 
their commonly incompatible goals” (Li 2008). The reason for either the interviewer or 
the politician to interrupt an utterance of the opponent or the other way around is 
presumably the non-agreement with the utterance or a point made in the utterance. Non-
agreement obviously occurs quite frequently in any type of spoken discourse in general, 
but there seem to be differences as to how frequently they occur in different contexts. 
Participants in academic discourse and political interviews seem to behave differently 
from each other. While academic discourse may be characterised by mutual cooperative 
behaviour (because often there are common goals), in political interviews participants do 
behave un-cooperatively, violating the conversational maxims and interrupting their 
opponent, as they see fit for their goals at hand. We need to keep in mind that it is very 
often, if not always, the interviewer and the interviewee will have different goals and 
expectations from the interview. In the case of the interviewer, interrupting probably 
occurs due to their goal of eliciting as much information as possible and therefore 
interrupting to dig deeper with certain statements. Whereas a politician would interrupt 
to correct information that he/she thinks is false. Generally incompatible goals therefore 
might lead to disrupted speech, which is specific to the genre of political interviews. 
Whatever the reason for an interruption, in an interview-setting where the clear turn-
taking structure is ignored, repetition seems to be a strategy to either keep or claim the 
floor.  
 
Another interesting finding is that in all four analysed interviews, only instances of self-
repetition were identified. This could also be interpreted as a genre-specific finding. In 
previous studies, major functions of repetition identified included, for example, 
“supporting the achievement of mutual understanding” or “helping to show attitude and 
opinion” (e.g. Cogo 2009; Lichtkoppler 2007; Mauranen 2006), which in turn supported 
the general characterization of ELF-conversations showing cooperative and mutually 
supportive behaviour among the participants. This behaviour could not be identified as 
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clearly in the present study. Due to the specific setting of the interview-genre, 
conversations are not of a dyadic nature but rather in the form of lengthy, monologue-like 
utterances with a strict turn-taking behaviour. Therefore, the non-existence of other-
repetition can be seen as a result of the genre-specific setting. While this setting seems to 
prevent other-repetition and thereby important characteristics of cooperative behaviour, 
such as showing listenership or supporting mutual achievement of successful 
conversations, the setting does not necessarily result in un-cooperative behaviour of the 
participants. The findings show that, as long as the clear turn-taking structure is observed 
by all participants, the conversation is successful and continuous, only when the turn-
taking structure is interrupted, un-cooperative behaviour is observable and ultimately 
results in disrupted speech acts.  
 
Also interesting is the repetition of key-words. Such instances show, in most cases, a 
numerous repetition of the particular key word; in one case, the key word was repeated 
eight times. It appears that this strategic use of repetition is also related to the interview 
setting and thereof resulting long, monologue utterances. Repeating a key word could be 
a way to ensure the attention of the audience, once again referring to the non-present 
target audience rather than the interviewer, throughout a longer utterance. Furthermore, 
it also makes an utterance more comprehensible and easier to follow. Finally, repeating a 
key word, especially when repeating it eight times, of course also has an emphasizing-
function. In fact, most of the repetition-categories identified serve, besides their name-
giving function, as a way to emphasize content; therefore, it has been decided not to have 
‘emphasizing’ as a category of its own but consider this as a general function of repetition. 
While in the present study it appears that the repetition of key-words is a result of the 
interview setting, it has to be mentioned that repeating key-words was found as a common 
strategy to promote recipient understanding and give prominence in previous research on 
self-repetition in an academic setting as well (see Kaur 2012).  
 
Both time-gaining repetition and reformulation are functions of repetition that were 
identified throughout almost all interviews (with the one exception of no identified time-
gaining repetition in interview 4). As mentioned by others, time-gaining repetition is a 
commonly used strategy of speakers to pass a possibly face-threatening situation due to 
arising linguistic difficulties in a conversation. Such difficulties can be, for example, not 
knowing the exact expression needed or not knowing how to express a new idea (see also 
Lichtkoppler 2007). By repeating, the speaker gains time to think about what to say next, 
as opposed to simply being silent, and therefore not interrupting the speech flow. This 
form of repetition has been identified frequently in the present data, whereas Juncker uses 
this strategy for exactly the same reasons as described above. Also, the function of 
reformulation has been described in previous literature whereas in an ELF context, two 
functions have been identified. Reformulation helps the speaker in finding a satisfying 
expression and it is used to make content more comprehensible (Lichtkoppler 2007), 
whereas both functions are not mutually exclusive. While it is impossible to know for 
sure what exactly the intention of the speaker was when reformulating an utterance, it 
seems that Juncker uses this strategy primarily to make his utterances more 
comprehendible for the audience. The reformulated utterance(s) is always more specific 
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than the previous one, which indicates that Juncker is trying to be as clear as possible, 
leaving no room for misunderstandings.  
 
The seeking of specificity can also be detected in the use of repetition to ensure an 
accurate understanding and repetition used to make clear the referent. Similar to the use 
of self-repair to rephrase general with specific and to specify reference, repetition here is 
used to make sure the listener clearly understands an utterance. Since, in the case of the 
political interview, the target audience is not always present during the interview, this 
function of repetition is especially important, and would be expected to be the most 
frequently used function of repetition; however, in the present data this has not proven to 
be the case.  
  
 
6. Conclusion 

The aim of the present study was to investigate how English as a lingua franca is used in 
political talk. Thereby, the focus was on political interviews with a key figure in European 
politics, Jean-Claude Juncker. While English as a lingua franca conversations provide a 
variety of interesting aspects to look at, this study focused on two communicative 
strategies in particular, namely self-repair and repetition. Three research questions were 
formulated for the attempt to provide a thorough description of the use of self-repair and 
repetition in political talk.  
 
Answering the first research question, the data showed clearly that both self-repair and 
repetition were frequently used communicative strategies by Juncker, yet to certain 
extends with a favouring of repetition. Furthermore, the analysis of the data showed that 
previous findings of the use of self-repair and repetition in different genres, are confirmed. 
Furthermore, some additional, more political-interview-genre related findings were made 
as well.  
 
Regarding self-repair, the division into two main functions, righting the wrongs and 
raising explicitness, which has been identified in previous research (Kaur 2011), was 
identified in the present study as well. Moreover, it seems that the repeated use of self-
repair to ‘right the wrongs’ by Juncker indicates a higher tendency towards correctness 
rather than efficiency. This is not saying that Juncker seems to strive for 100 percent 
accuracy; however, compared to previous research, Juncker shows a higher tendency 
towards accuracy, which could be led back to his appearance in his position as a politician 
rather than just the person Jean-Claude Juncker. In addition to that, Juncker also 
commonly uses self-repair to enhance clarity which shows his awareness over his 
audience, which in an interview setting often is not present, and therefore trying to be 
extra clear in his utterances.   
 
In the use of repetition, the genre-related differences between this study and previous 
studies from different genres became even more visible. First of all, only self-repetition 
was identified in the interviews, where previous studies from other genres found other-
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repetition more frequent (e.g. Kaur 2011; Mauranen 2006; Cogo 2011). The occurrence 
of self-repetition only could be led back to the clear turn-taking-structure in interview 
settings which results in more monologue-like utterances of the participants rather than 
the mutual cooperation of a conversation so frequently identified in other ELF studies 
(e.g. Firth 1996; House 1999; Mauranen 2006). While mutual cooperation could not be 
identified in political interviews, it is not saying that the talk is generally of an 
uncooperative nature. As long as the participants comply with the clear turn-taking 
structure the talk seems to be cooperative; only when the structure is interfered with, for 
example by one participant interrupting the other, talk seems to be un-cooperative. 
Thereby repetition is argued to be a common strategy to interrupt the turn-taking 
structure. Finally, general functions of repetition, such as reformulation, time-gaining and 
enhancing clarity, also identified in previous research (see Lichtkoppler 2007), were 
identified in the present research as well and therefore further support the functions of 
repetition as a clarification strategy.  
 
This study has provided some interesting aspects about the use of English as a lingua 
franca in political talk, and it has become clear that in certain aspect, the genre of political 
interviews is somewhat different than previously investigated genres, such as academic 
settings or business. Politics is a highly international domain where ELF is commonly 
used for everyday work at important political institutions and to complete important 
functions. More work is needed on this genre. For example, since repetition used to keep 
or claim the floor turned out to be a key finding, especially in the interview with both 
Juncker and Schulz, further research could look into multiparty political debates to 
provide a more detailed picture of the use of this strategy. Furthermore, it would also be 
interesting to compare and contrast how the pragmatic strategies discussed in this paper 
are represented in debates where the politicians use their L1 instead of English, for 
example in a debate between Juncker and Schulz in German. Finally, the use of further 
pragmatic strategies should be investigated to expand the picture of the important domain 
of politics.  
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Appendix A 

Interview 1: Exclusive interview with European Commission President Jean-Claude 
Juncker (interviewer: Armen Georgian (france24)) 
 
<S1> hello and welcome to the interview , today i am very pleased to host the president of the 
european commission mr jean-claude juncker welcome to the programme </S1> 
  
<S2> hallo </S2>  
 
<S1> very few people know europe and the eurozone as well as mr juncker for eighteen years 
he was prime minister of luxa- of luxembourg and for eight years he headed the eurogroup 
that’s the group of eurozone finance ministers er and he was in that post at the crucial time er 
when the eurozone was negotiating and supervising bail-outs for countries facing bankruptcy 
such as greece he has now been president of the european commission here in brussels for the 
last three months er mr juncker i’d like to start with greek question er the eurogroup meeting 
earlier this week didn’t go very well but there was suddenly a change a new mood and 
atmosphere at the european summit on thursday how did that change happen and what was your 
role in it </S1> 
 
<S2> the explanation is that the president of eurogroup mr dijsselbloem had a meeting with the 
greek prime minister i had phone calls with the greek prime minister and they were putting 
together some alignments of the technical nature we are far away from a er a deal we are far 
away from what you could call a political compromise but now we are taking on exam the 
substance of the divergences which may exist between the eurogroups opinions and er the plans 
of the greek er government this should have been done before the european summit now it will 
be done after the european summit in order to prepare the word for the next meeting of the 
eurogroup next monday </S2>  
 
<S1> how do you think this big gap between the sides the two sides is going to be bridged i 
mean concretely how could what could a compromise actually look like next er next week 
</S1> 
 
<S2> i do really think that greece needs a programme and we have a programme and so my er 
favorite er answer to your er question will be to say that greece should request a prolongation of 
the programme given the need they have to er revisit a certain number of elements of the 
programme i do think that the deal could be made around a common sense idea which means 
that those measures the greek government wants to cut have to be replaced by other measures , 
leading to the same fiscal er amount than the measures the greek government would like to cut 
<S1> [in other words] </S1> [because] the the the budget rebalance is of paramount importance 
</S2> 
 
<S1> so in other words really greece as far as your concerned can make changes internally as 
long as the result doesn’t cost more money er for the other members of the eurozone </S1> 
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<S2> that’s exactly what i was saying i would like to invite greece to step away from taking 
unilateral measures these measures have to be taken in agreement with the eurogroup and the 
new measures have to be (xx) in agreement with the eurogroup but as far as the final result is 
concerned the amounts have to be exactly the same </S2> 
 
<S1> obviously the next few days and weeks will be crucial because there is a deadline coming 
up for the end of february erm do you have any regrets about anything that you did when you 
were head of the eurogroup is there anything one ca- tha- that the eurogroup today can learn 
from in negotiating er some kind of settlement with greece in the next few weeks </S1> 
 
<S2> i do think that er the political authorities that means er the commission and the council on 
the form of the eurogroup , have to take a more pronounced personal political interest in the 
exact components of the justment programmes er we are er launching this is not a matter of high 
civil service this is a matter for politicians and (xx) , when negotiating with member states so 
called programme states they are sending high civil servants er to this capitals this has to be 
done but the negotiations have to take place between commissioners ministers and the political 
authorities of the member states it’s not fair to have the prime minister sitting there like you are 
sitting there and to have high civil servant being his er dialogue partner that’s not the way things 
should be done and what we have- had to be done this we would have avoided i do think a 
certain number of  </S2> 
<S1>[so you think better communication] at a higher level <S2> [yes] </S2> perhaps ministers 
going to greece more often </S1> 
 
<S2> [ja] ja jaja that’s exactly what i-what i do think </S2> 
 
<S1> erm i wanna come on to er the question er of your er growth and investment plan er for 
europe er which is worth 315 billion euros obviously crucial at a time of economic hardship in 
europe i know that you were discussing this er with colleagues at the european summit erm 
what is the progress on that as-as i understand some key european nations have not yet er 
contributed er to this plan </S1> 
 
<S2> i would like er apart germany who did it er other governs contributing on the bilateral 
level to this plan but even without national contribution this plan is flying because it’s er 
entirely er financed with new financial instruments and with some modest (budgetary) er 
amounts and volumes from-from the european budget what is er essential to my view is that all 
the governments are agreeing on the basis that we need a virtuous triangle meaning that of 
course (budgetary) consolidation is of the essence that structure reforms are of paramount 
importance and that we have to complete this two dimensions tho- these dimensions we were 
insisting on in recent years by a third dimension which is growth and job oriented investment 
everyone is agreeing on that basis because these three elements which are important to-to 
member states and i have asked the european investment bank to identify the investment 
projects not the commission because i do think that those who are closer to the real economy 
those who know what banking is they should do this job and not the commission </S2> 
 
<S1> essentially you’re confident then that you can achieve this growth and investment with 
existing instruments even if you don’t get more er more involvement from member states </S1> 
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<S2> germany provided eight billions if other large member states will do the same the success 
would be more immediate but even if they don’t er the plan er will produce results we do expect 
</S2> 
 
<S1> i wanna move on to one other topic which of course has been er talked about a lot er in 
your presidency of the european commission erm as you know the european parliament recently 
set up an enquiry to look into alleged tax avoidance er in luxembourg which er supposedly was-
was happening while you were prime minister do you er do you feel this is overshadowing your 
presidency in a significant way </S1> 
 
<S2> yes it is but i can’t change that this er so called lux-leaks are reflecting a phenomena 
which does exist in all member states including france britain germany and we have seen in the-
in the european press that the same phenomena has been observed in the netherlands in ireland 
in belgium and so the european parliament is-is in its perfect right to erm organize an inquiry in 
this by putting into place a special committee and i do think that er er we have to er organize in 
a more efficient way the fight against tax fraud and tax evasion that’s what i promised you in 
the election campaign that’s what i said in july not now in july when addressing the panel of the 
european parliament and it has to be done and it will be done </S2>  
 
<S1> commission of course does have a proposal which is to make automatic er the exchange 
of information between member states on cross-border tax rulings but how do you enforce such 
an exchange of information </S1> 
 
<S2> that depends on the exact content of the directive commissioner moscosi-moscovici in 
charge on taxation will present to the college of commissioners it has to be made sure that this 
how could i say , will not be empty words but that it will-that these er new provisions will be 
implemented in a way that er a check system is put into place er in-in-in er in-in parallel it will 
be done because this is a er matter of common interest multi-national companies are using the 
divergences between the tax rules of the different member states member states amongst 
themselves don’t know about the tax rules of er neighbouring member states and so the multi-
national companies are the masters of the game we have to be the masters of the game </S2> 
 
<S1> a couple of other points coming out of the summit we don’t have a lot of time but just 
briefly er you welcomed the minsk-deal as excellent news and you sounded a lot more 
optimistic i have to say than all your european counterparts on that summit why why did you 
seem to be so er positive about it </S1> 
 
<S2> no i-i-i wasn’t more positive than-than others at least as far as the general atmosphere in 
the meeting room is concerned it was exactly we were all in the same mood we welcomed this 
agreement imagine just for one second it would have failed then we would be in a totally 
different er-er situation er today i do think that we have to give a chance to this er agreement we 
have- we have to believe that it works if it doesn’t then we have to change our policy </S2> 
 
<S1> one final er point about britain’s relationship with europe and particular mr cameron’s 
relationship with you er did you discuss his plans for trying to change er the european treaty as 
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part of a new settlement between britain and europe what did you say to him about that issue at 
the european summit </S1> 
 
<S2> when i was campaigning back in march april may i always er advocated a fair deal for 
britain i didn’t invent that formula after the elections when britain was opposing my candidature 
i was announcing this months before the election i want britain to stay in the european union 
because the european union would not be complete without britain and i don’t think that britain 
would be stronger without its membership in the european union so we have to take under exam 
the list of the british er requests we have er to make our own er proposals this has to be dos- er 
discussed pardon with britain in a very fair way and then we’ll see where the intersection of 
british use and of other european use can be found </S2> 
 
<S1> ok we’ll have to end it there thank you so much for being our guest mr jean-claude 
juncker president of the european commission </S1> 
 
 
Interview 2: Juncker and Schulz debate the future of Europe (interviewer Eve Irvine 
(france24)) 
 
<S1> hello and welcome to this very special edition of talking europe brought to you from the 
solvay library here in brussels although its goal was to show unity a recent informal summit of 
27 EU heads of state in bratislava showed once again division across the block the ongoing 
refugee crisis the withdrawal of a member state the rise of euro-sceptics economic struggles on 
many levels the EU isn’t working as well as it might do so what can be done to turn things 
around? well in this edition we are joined by not one but two EU leaders to give us their insights 
welcome please mr jean-claude juncker you’re president of the EU commission your party is 
that center-right european peoples party and across the other side of the table we have the 
president of the european parliament martin schulz your party of course the socialists and 
democrats a very warm welcome to you both mr juncker perhaps i can just start with yourself 
you have said that the EU is facing an existential crisis that looks like a pretty bleak outlook for 
the EU </S1> 
 
<S2> i didn’t say that </S2>  
                   <S1> [what]-what exactly did you say </S1> 
 
<S2> i said in parts europe is facing existential crisis which is er quite a difference but i do think 
that in parts of our doing together we are facing er divergences of use but the bratislava summit 
was not a summit of er disunion because there was a large intersection of common views 
expressed er by er prime ministers and er by the commiss- it was not perfect it could have been 
better but it was not a disaster </S2> 
 
<S1> within a few minutes we were hearing that the italian prime minister wouldn’t take part in 
a joint press conference with the french and germans as a whole on very sensitive issues like the 
refugee crisis the EU can’t seem to make plans to work together mr schulz i mean there is 
clearly a failing at the heart of the EU </S1> 
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<S3> yes the EU is not in a good shape because the member states are disunited and they are 
disunited because of a lack of common european spirit the survivors of renationalisation entered 
also into the room of the heads of state and government and therefore i share the view of jean-
claude bratislava was not a failure it was not a step forward but er <S1> [(xx) in itself] </S1> 
but er it was visible and also in the conclusion understandable that there is a certain 
commitment to stick together after the united kingdom announced to leave the union </S3> 
 
<S1> well in the past when we’ve looked at the EU we said that the solution is to form stronger 
EU but now we are hearing heads of state angela merkel the german chancellor the netherlands 
mark rutte saying the time for further integration is not now even mark rutte’s saying that 
actually we should go with the national when possible and the EU only when necessary </S1> 
 
<S2> but i’m saying exactly the same i-i was never of the opinion that the european union 
should transform itself into the united states of europe that’s not the (xx) we are-we are looking 
for what can be done in a better way by nation member states by-by-by local er authorities 
should be done on that level the european union should only deal with very big issues when I 
started my mandate <S1> [like the refugee crisis] </S1> [as a] president of the commission and 
when we were campaigning the two of us before the european parliament’s elections we were 
saying that the european union should be big on big things and (tibid) and very <S1> [you still 
agree on that mr schulz] </S1> [modest on smaller] things and that’s exactly what we are doing 
</S2> 
 
<S1> and yet on the big things like this refugee crisis that is where the EU is failing </S1> 
<S2> [no not] the EU is failing some member states are failing that’s a difference </S2>  
<S1> but you really separate the 28 still member states of the European union </S1>  
                                                <S2> [of course because the]-the European commission back in 
may last year was proposing a erm way how to deal with the refugee crisis the parliament was 
backing that proposal in a very speedy way the council of ministers was adopting the proposal 
of the commission but some member states did disagree so the european union  
                                                                                           <S1> [is that a problem for you mr 
schulz there seems a complete separation between]</S1> [the european union as such was] the 
european union as such and the institutions were acting and were proacting </S2> 
<S1> (xx) </S1> 
<S3> [yeah] that’s a big problem it is a big problem not only for me listen you are completely 
right with your question and making the reference to mark rutte er the european union should 
deal with the big challenges not interfere <S1> [so] </S1> in smaller items he’s completely 
right and the refugee crisis <S1> [is] a big challenge that the EU isn’t dealing with </S1> who is 
who is blocking it several member states if you i take a-a figure germany received last year 
million of refugees if you distribute a million of refugees among 508 million europeans and 28 
countries it’s not a problem but if only four or five countries have to tackle the challenge and 20 
countries says we have nothing to do with it then it is a problem so </S3> 
                                                                                           <S1> [but then] the parliament and the 
commission don’t have the power to-to get that message across to the member states to get them 
moving on </S1> 
<S3> [we adopted] we adopted rules and the member states are not applying the rules </S3>   
                                                                                             <S1> [so they ignore it] </S1> 
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<S3> [ja] </S3> 
<S2> [the council] of ministers that means </S2> 
                                                <S1> [so that’s that’s what needs to be reformed] </S1> 
                                                <S2> [the government they did] they did adopt the rules the 
parliament and the commission were proposing but some member states after the vote where 
they adopted it were stepping away </S2> 
<S3> [yeah but what’s the goal] what’s the goal of your question I presume </S3>  
<S1> [what’s] the solution I guess is my </S1> 
<S3> [to clari-] i-i-i presume to clarify the responsibilities <S1> [yeah I think I’ve understood 
that but] </S1> and er here i-i-i-i must add once more er europe was always strong when there 
was a spirit of unity and common solution what we see today is a spirit of renationalisation on 
big things and er therefore i think the failure is on the national level </S3> 
 
<S1> so do we need to relook at-at the way the EU works the way the-the member states get 
together i mean there is no punishment for hungary we even heard angela merkel german 
chancellor saying actually we may have to relook at these majority decisions ‘cause they clearly 
don’t work </S1> 
 
<S2> but you cannot impose solidarity solidarity has to come from the heart and so we are 
trying to reach the points of view of those having not voted in favour of our propo-  
                                                                                          <S1> [how are we trying]</S1> i am 
not here in a- in a meeting of the commission of the council </S2> 
<S1> but i’m curious as an EU citizen you know i see-i see them not coming on board i see a 
decision they signed up to met </S1> 
            <S2> [no no no but you] have to see that most of the member states are agreeing with 
the policy the parliament and the commission were proposing some member states are not you 
are talking about those who are not <S1> [should we put in a punishment] </S1> let’s talk about 
let’s talk about those who are in favour </S2> 
                                                <S3> [I think] i think the answer to your question er leads to a 
conclusion solidarity is a principle and not cherry-picking if countries say we want to get on the 
same economic level than the economic strong member states and therefore we need sustainable 
financing on development rural investment on cohesion policy they get that money by solidarity 
if countries say we feel threatened er from russia and therefore we need sanctions they get that 
solidarity because it is a principle and therefore financial solidarity political solidarity is 
justified and if it then is about refugees the same countries say we have nothing to do with it 
solidarity is a principle and not cherry-picking and if some countries put that principle in doubt 
they put in doubt the basis of the european union </S3> 
 
<S1> and of course this cherry-picking of elements that members can have will of course 
revolve around at the UK’s future relationship when if indeed it triggers this article 50 of the 
lisbon treaty and formally starts its withdrawal process the fact that they haven’t triggered this 
article 50 the fact that the EU institutions can put no pressure on the UK is that not a failure in 
the lisbon treaty </S1> 
 
<S2> but that’s treaty the treaty is leaving it <S1> [leaves the rest handcuffed] </S1> [to the] 
decision of  UK to trigger article 50 the leave-article we cannot oblige to </S2> 
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<S1> but that leaves everybody else a bit handcuffed a bit in jeopardy waiting </S1>  
                                                                                        <S2> [no no but you have to give time to 
time the british will make their decision when time is right <S1> (xx) </S1> i-we do think that 
time is right but it’s up to the british to make their decision to take their decision </S2> 
<S3> [also] also here i’m a little bit surprised honestly er may be that this is a weakness of the 
treaty , but the same country in which the previous government asked the citizens ‘do you want 
to leave or to stay in the european union?’ and the majority of the citizens said ‘we want to 
leave’ the same government now is not triggering the article to leave why the question-why is 
the question is there not a failure - is it a failure of the treaty it is a failure of the government of 
the united kingdom </S3> 
 
<S1> the fact that the UK hasn’t triggered this article 50 they say they need time to know what 
kind of relationship they want it appears they still don’t understand does the EU know what 
kind of relationship it wants </S1>  
 
<S2> but it depends on the way the united kingdom will trigger article 50 we are prepared but 
as we decided the institutions and the 27 member states we are not negotiating before 
notifications and as long as notification is not there i’m not negotiating </S2> 
 
<S1> but we are preparing how <S2> [ja but we are] </S2> the EU like to-to <S2> [ja ja ja] 
</S2>do you have an idea the EU is ready </S1> <S2>[we-we-we] know what we want we are 
saying that a country leaving but er asking for a free access to the entire market has to reflect the 
basic rules of the entire market including and mainly the freedom of movement of <S1> (xx) 
</S1> workers so we are prepared for that debate </S2> 
 
<S1> ok erm now of course the UK’s vote to leave is being seen as the (panical) of the rise of 
the euro scepticism that we are seeing growing really across the EU block gonna look at various 
issues of that but firstly a lot of it is (xx) this image that the EU fails to make their decisions put 
into action but also a negativing image and we’ve seen a lot surrounding the commission in 
recent days and weeks firstly of the former president of the commission manuel barroso jose 
manuel barroso taking the position at goldman sachs it seems to be getting even more serious 
we’re now hearing that while he was president of the commission he was holding secret 
meetings with the bank something he of course does deny but is it time that we end or make a 
more strict division between politics and business and this revolving door that’s seen between 
commission and </S1> 
 
<S2> [but] the facts you are mentioning supposing that the facts are right this has to be seen is 
not concerning the commission er i’m presiding it’s er it has nothing to do with the now 
commission and so we have to stop this blame-game against the commission this commission is 
not in charge of what the numbers of the former commission are doing we were er introduced in 
our rules mostly transparency rules mostly transparency rules and now we are considering if yes 
or no we should amend the code of conduct the commission has other institutions don’t and the 
governments don’t have and so the commission is by far more severe when it comes to this 
issues but you are right we have to make sure and clear that the interrelations the interlinks 
between politics and business are transparent but this is not only applying to the former 
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commission this is applying to all the governments in the european <S1> [politicians in general] 
</S1> union </S2> 
<S1> but let me look because we have michel barnier is now the brexit man if you like for the 
european commission he worked very closely he was in barroso’s commission mr schulz your 
opinion do you think perhaps the EU will need to look at his position because they worked 
closely together in the same commission they’re now both working on brexit one for a major 
bank <S2> [he-he doesn’t understand your question] </S2> one for the EU tell me </S1> 
<S2> he doesn’t understand your question because your question is totally ununderstandable 
why should Barnier draw conclusions as he was a member of the former commission <S3> 
[thank you very much] </S3> [because mr Barroso] has taken office in-in the government 
(sector) </S2>  
<S1> [to-to negotiate] for a bank on the brexit issue and they were close in the past well let’s 
look at the other issue coming up </S1> 
                          <S3> [thank you very much] for answering for me for-for the question </S3> 
                                                                                                             <S1> [did you have a 
separate opinion] </S1> 
 
<S3> how much time you give me to answer to such a complex question </S3> 
 
<S1> because for you i mean </S1> 
                          <S3> how much time you give me to answer such a complex question </S3> 
<S1> yeah unfortunately time is also-always <S3> [aha ok] </S3> tight eighteen months is the 
delay in-in declaring it so technically barroso </S1> 
                                                         <S3> [michel barnier] is a man who served as foreign affairs 
minister in france who served as a member of the european parliament who served as a 
commissioner to er put somebody under suspicion because he served in a commission presided 
by jose <S1> [because] </S1> manuel barroso i find it a little bit exaggerating </S3> 
<S1> [because] but do you-do you feel barroso can have an influence on EU politicians perhaps 
that’s the better-the clearer question </S1> 
 
<S2> pardon </S2> 
 
<S1> do you think that barroso leading goldman sachs or their brexit negotiations has it any 
impact is there anything to be worried about </S1> 
 
<S2> no no no i-i-i can’t imagine that my predecessor would er have er whatsoever influence 
on-on the duties of the commission that’s- things are not working that way around </S2> 
<S1> (xx) </S1> 
 
<S3> ja but the case-the case of jose manuel barroso is inacceptable completely inacceptable the 
previous the president of the previous commission who served for two mandates as president of 
the commission two years after leaving from office is now advisor for goldman sachs <S1> [it’s 
too soon for you or] </S1> the biggest investment bank in the world on brexit questions is 
completely inacceptable and i er i <S1> [but if there’s no risk] </S1> urge the president of the 
commission to think about improvements in the code of conduct er and i know that they are 
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thinking about that but I share his view we can’t blame the commission because of a former 
president of the commission is in my eyes not doing the right things </S3> 
 
<S1> let’s look er just very briefly at another former commissioner neelie kroes she was also in 
the spotlight er in recent weeks she hadn’t declared all her business interest it turns out when 
she entered that commission she says is a clerical error erm the commission says it does rely on 
the honesty of commissioners coming into office erm mr schulz it was your parliament was it 
not that validated ms kroes as commissioner do you have any new elements need to be put in 
place here </S1> 
 
<S3> it was my parliament it’s not my private parliament it was the european parliament raising 
all the questions which i raised now in the hearings from ms kroes and the parliament I 
remember very well because i was the chairmen of the social security at that time had to make a 
choice to vote because of ms kroes against all the other commissioners or to let it go through 
because we can’t vote about a single commissioner it is the commission as a whole the only 
person which is voted separately is the president of the commission with a vote of confidence at 
the beginning giving him a mandate and neelie kroes went through because of that rule i think 
we should think if there is not individual votes for commissioners but the european parliament 
after the hearing of neelie kroes made strong observations concerning and i remember very well 
that it was the dutch government , which had proposed neelie kroes complaining that the 
european parliament was exaggerating </S3> 
  
<S1> ok we’ve been looking briefly at past er politicians for the EU very quickly as we’re 
running out of time let’s look at the current ones mr martin schulz you’re president of the 
european parliament er you have had two mandates in that post which is very rare erm and 
there’s now questions coming up to whether or not you’ll stay in office after january which 
would be the time that you would hand over to european people party or a candidate of center 
right </S1> 
 
<S3> (xx) know that there is a lot of people thinking about my future amongst them some who 
say i’m doing a good job i find this er not so bad that people think i’m doing a good job i serve 
until the end of may mandate </S3>   
 
<S1> and you’re ready for another third one perhaps </S1> 
 
<S3> the er problems you just raised that i have to answer in a high-speed answer way are so 
intensive that i invest the whole time of my daily work in solving these problems </S3> 
  
<S1> er mr juncker i know that you’re one man that does support the idea of mr schulz 
remaining as er the head of the european parliament would you not prefer to see somebody from 
your EPP party </S1> 
 
<S2> i’m in favour of stability when it comes to european institutions i’m working closely and 
in the best way possible with the president of the european council mr tusk and with er martin 
schulz as the chair of the european parliament i’m in favour of stability if you are crossing 
difficult times and troubled waters stability is of the essence </S2> 
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<S1> ok well gentlemen we’re gonna have to leave it there but thanks indeed for your time 
thanks also of course to you at home for having watched the […] </S1> 
 
 
Interview 3: The worst is over, says Juncker (interviewer: Jim Gibbons; Multimedia 
centre, European Parliament); Juncker as president of the Euro-group 
 
<S1> jean-claude juncker outgoing president of the eurogroup chancellor merkel has said 2013 
is gonna be a bad year a difficult year wolfgang schäuble has said that it’s gonna be a good year 
with the euro crisis behind us what in your view is 2013 going to be like </S1> 
 
<S2> i do think that er we are remaining with all the difficulties we have er brought from 2012 
to 2013 as the year 2012 was a rather good year for the euro area given the results-the 
negotiated results we have had i do think that 2013 although being a very difficult year 
nevertheless will be a year of some relief </S2> 
 
<S1> you told MEPs not for the first time that you think there should be basic social rights for 
the poorest people in europe that apply across the whole EU including a minimum wage </S1> 
 
<S2> i’m-i’m advocating that idea for-for i don’t know i don’t remember 20 years at least 
because after the putting into place of a single market and after having the economic and 
monetary union er being launched in a successful way we have experienced this time has come 
and it’s already too late to imagine a er minimum of er social laws to apply to all the workers er 
at er the level of the eurogroup and er-ja of the european union i do think that we need mini-
legal minimum wages in all the countries of the euro area i do think that er we need minimum 
income rules for the weakest in our societies not the same level everywhere but as a matter of 
principle this has to be agreed on the level of the eurogroup </S2> 
 
<S1> because it is the poorest people who suffer through the austerity measures isn’t it </S1> 
 
<S2> i’m-i’m-i’m er really sad about er some detail measures which have been taken in 
programme countries although i know that the problems these countries have to face are er huge 
this is not er a remark directly related to ireland because i do think that the irish government is 
doing its job in-in-in the best way possible but in greece sometimes i had the impression er that 
those who were poor are poorer now and those who were rich are not poor </S2> 
 
<S1> some people in the northern countries have blamed the southern countries for being 
profligate but you’re saying really they got no right to point the finger </S1> 
 
<S2> i do think that erm although the south has been less rigorous in some er aspects that there 
is no reason for southern country to-to apologize because these countries has to undergo a huge 
reform program before being able to enter the euro area they have applied in portugal in-in 
greece ireland not being a typical north-er south-southern country tremendous adjustment 
affords and we should respect the people suffering from rigour and austerity </S2>  
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<S1> and the north is not necessarily all that virtuous </S1>  
 
<S2> and i don’t think that the north is er so much more virtuous than the south we have other 
problems but we have structural problems too </S2> 
  
<S1> jean-claude juncker thanks very much indeed and good luck </S1>  
 
 
Interview 4: EU post-Brexit ‘would not change its nature’, Juncker tells Euronews 
(interviewer: Stamatis Giannisis, euronews, Athens) 
 
<S1> mr president welcome to greece welcome to euronews these days the eyes of europe are 
fixed on britain if the british finally decide to leave the EU how damaging this may be both to 
the EU and to Britain </S1> 
 
<S2> i hope that the british er will be let by common sense because common sense is a british 
(virtue) er so i hope that er brexit er will not be the result of the referendum but if brexit will be 
the result of the referendum this would both harm the european union and britain without britain 
the european union would no longer be complete and er without the british pragmatism down-
to-earth, the no-nonsense approach the british very often are approving the european union 
would not change its real nature but er there would be a missing element </S2> 
 
<S1> let’s come to greece now almost a year ago greece was in the verge of leaving the euro in 
the months that have passed since then what has changed and what extent er the EU is satisfied 
with the base of the reforms taking place in the greek economy </S1> 
 
<S2> i-i was er fiercly fighting er for the er remain of greece in the euro area because they’re 
too the european union and the euro area would not be complete without er our greek er friends 
what did changed something has changed because er since the summer of last year 2015 nobody 
is seriously advocating the grexit , and this is due to the fact that er we have-we were able and 
the greek authorities and er the er authorities of the euro area to conclude a deal and this deal is 
respected by both sides </S2>  
 
<S1> so you’re satisfied with the base of the reform </S1> 
 
<S2> i’m never satisfied with the base er of reforms in none of the 19 countries of the european-
of the euro area but greece is undertaking huge efforts and i know that these efforts are seen by 
many many greeks mainly by the poorest parts of the greek society as being er unjust and i 
know that er together the greek government and er the er euro area er policy makers are putting 
er a huge responsibility on the shoulders of each and every of the greek citizen and i’m admiring 
the greeks er for the way they are dealing with these er problem so i’m not satisfied but i’m 
more satisfied i thought i could be satisfied in summer 2015 </S2>  
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